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The 24th Anniversary of the downfall of the brutal military junta and the dawn of a 

new era of peace, democracy and development in Ethiopia was colorfully celebrated at 

the premises of the Chancery of the Ethiopian Embassy in Washington, D.C. on  

Saturday, May 30, 2015. 

The historic day was commemorated on the morrow of the 5th national and regional 

Ethiopian election heralding unhampered continuation of the progress of peace, 

development and democracy

                              Amb. Girma Birru speaking at the event 

His Excellency Ambassador Girma Birru, Special Envoy, Ambassador Extra-Ordinary 

and Plenipotentiary  of Ethiopia to the US, Mexico and Jamaica in his keynote speech 

delivered to hundreds of the Ethiopian community members, diplomatic community 

and other invited guests, underlined the significance of the event as ushering in a 

higher vista and a leap to a new venue for the Ethiopian people to exercise their hard 

won democratic and human rights enshrined and protected by the Ethiopian 

constitution. 

Ambassador Girma furthermore underscored that, the kernel of the Ethiopian 

constitution, lies in that it dealt a crushing death-blow to the hollow notion of supra-

national identity imposed by preceding unjust polities and implanted in its place the 



true identity, history and culture of all nations, nationalities and peoples of Ethiopia 

based on equality and justice and a genuine recognition and acceptance of their 

struggle for self-actualization, under the motto, of unity in diversity. 

 

Amb. Girma Birru answering questions raised by participants of the event 

The Special Envoy on the occasion reminisced, the prevailing strong bi-lateral ties 

between Ethiopia and the US which have continued for over a century based on 

mutual respect, and partnership. As pertains to the need for an active engagement of 

the Ethiopian Diaspora in injecting their share in the on-going national drive, he 

urged them to diligently move forward in promoting and safeguarding the national 

interest and to continue playing a constructive role to bolster the march of the 

Ethiopian people to extricate the nation from backwardness and grinding poverty and 

realize its true place as one of the middle income countries in the not too distant 

future. 



 

Moment of Silence for the Martyrs 

Cultural music and traditional songs of the various nations and nationalities of 

Ethiopia on the event which was accompanied by entertainment and a gala dinner  

was  served on the occasion. The event was amazingly graced when the National 

Anthem of Ethiopia which animated the packed audience of members of the Ethiopian 

Diaspora and invited dignitaries was sang by the gathering. Earlier  a minute of 

silence was observed in the name of those fallen heroes and heroines who were 

instrumental in realizing the May 20  event. Elsewhere  hundreds of Diaspora 

Ethiopians have celebrated the occasion in Denver, Houston and other cities across 

the US. 
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Pictures from the event 

 

 


